
Fools ignore complexity; pragmatists 
suFFer it; experts avoid it; geniuses  
remove it. to arrive at the edge oF  
the world’s knowledge, seek out the  
most complex and sophisticated minds,  
put them in a room together, and have  
them ask each other the questions  
they are asking themselves. simplicity 
is the glory oF expression simplicity is 
the Final achievement. any intelligent 
Fool can make things bigger and more 
complex. it takes a touch oF genius –  
and a lot oF courage – to move in the 
opposite direction. the great seal 
oF truth is simplicity. in character, 
in manner, in style, in all things, 
the supreme excellence is simplicity. 
because aFter one has played a vast 
quantity oF notes and more notes, it is 
simplicity that emerges as the crowning 
reward oF art. we thrive on Finding 
the compelling simplicity amongst the 
world’s most unstructured problems 
in Finance and economics, bridging 
commerce and academics in a way no 
other consulting Firm dares to. 





revealing simplicity. lecg provides 
independent advice to clients all over the 
world. they prize our ability to unravel 
complexity and clearly express the 
valuable simplicity that lies beneath it.

this is hugely challenging. but 
the unique combination of seasoned 
consultants, experienced industry  
leaders, renowned academics and  
former senior government officials  
who work together at lecg are well 
known for delivering advice that is 
insightful, relevant and robust.

Insightful, because our integrated 
approach is carefully designed to 
capitalise on leading thinking from 
the disciplines of both economics and 
finance. Relevant because, unusually,  
we have a full grasp of both the academic 
and commercial realities of the issues 
facing our clients. and robust, because 
the solutions we ultimately put forward 
are formulated and tested by leading, 
independent experts in teams  
not just from one discipline, but from 
many. they are therefore viable even in 
the most challenging of circumstances.

our structure, our people and our 
insistence on clear communication –  
with our people and with our clients 
– have brought us considerable success.  
this reflects our culture, and also 
continues to shape it. people who thrive 
on challenges, who enjoy both theory  
and its practical application, and who  
love to grapple with complexity 
before turning it into clear and simple 
communication, tend to do very well  
at lecg.

as a result, organisations increasingly 
turn to us to solve their most complex  
and unstructured problems. 
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in•sight |'in'sít | noun: the ability to have  
a clear, deep and sometimes sudden 
understanding of a complicated problem 
or situation.

any one of our teams might include 
chartered accountants, leading 
professional and academic economists, 
econometricians and industry specialists. 
whatever expertise is required, each 
team is specifically structured to combine 
the disciplines of economics and finance 
to shed light on the most demanding and 
complex challenges facing our clients. 

the result? we are often able to deliver 
valuable insights more clearly, quickly and 
effectively than our competitors.
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rel•e•vance |'relevens | noun: the degree  
to which something is related or useful to 
what is happening or being discussed.  

relevant solutions come from 
understanding the commercial realities  
of the challenges facing our clients.  
because we are often asked to look 
at a problem from a completely new 
perspective, we constantly have to  
break new ground in analysis and 
interpretation, using the most advanced 
academic thinking available.

we then capitalise on our many  
years of experience in complex real  
world scenarios, using these concepts  
to generate creative solutions which  
can be expressed in simple, effective  
and practical terms. 
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ro•bust |rõ'best; 'rõ'best | noun: having 
or showing vigour, strength, or firmness; 
capable of performing without failure 
under a wide range of conditions.

our advice is independent: anchored  
in the world-class, objective thinking  
of leading academics, consultants, 
industry specialists and former 
government experts. 

that is enhanced through our diversity; 
our teams come from many different 
disciplines, collaborating closely to  
craft opinions on the challenges facing 
our clients. 

before coming to any conclusion, 
we test our findings rigorously and 
imaginatively to ensure that what 
we propose is not only genuinely 
independent, but tenable even in  
the most trying of circumstances.
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case study 1 — base competition.  
in 2006, we advised a client during ryanair’s 
attempted takeover of aer lingus, shortly 
after its floatation on the irish and london 
stock exchanges.

in papers submitted to the european 
commission, we presented an analysis 
showing that the two dublin-based 
low-cost airlines were each other’s nearest 
competitor, finding that prices were lower 
on routes where both airlines were present. 
lecg’s expert’s work demonstrated the 
role of “base competition”: where two 
airlines share the same base, they compete 
to open new routes. 

the report also indicated that due to 
the advantages of being based in dublin, 
the merged airline’s fares would not be 
constrained by competition from airlines 
based at other destinations. thus, if the 
merger had gone ahead under these 
circumstances the consumer benefits 
of competition between ryanair and 
aer lingus would have been lost. the 
european commission subsequently 
disallowed the merger. 
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case study 2 — Sauce for the Goose. 
Global food giant Heinz is the  
leading supplier of tomato ketchup  
in the  UK. They came to us for  
advice after acquiring HP Foods,  
the country’s leading supplier of  
brown sauce, because the merger 
raised concerns that consumers might 
view ketchup and brown sauce as 
alternatives for each other. By taking 
over HP, some argued, Heinz might 
have acquired its closest competitor, 
allowing it to increase the prices of 
both ketchup and brown sauce. 

In response to an investigation  
by the UK’s Competition Commission, 
we obtained comprehensive data on 
sales volumes and prices of both 
products collected from supermarkets 
and grocers. Using highly sophisticated 
statistical and econometric techniques 
to analyse the data, we estimated  
the demand curves for each product 
and assessed whether consumers 
switched between them when the  
price of one changed. 

Our expert’s analysis showed that 
consumers substituted ketchup for 
brown sauce in response to price 
changes. This work was presented to  
the Competition Commission, which 
subsequently approved the merger.
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case study 3 — music to our ears. 
lecg was engaged by a range of record 
companies, online music retailers and 
mobile phone operators to provide 
expert evidence and analysis to the 
uk copyright tribunal in relation to 
composer royalties for different online 
music services. the key questions revolved 
around how the revenues received for 
online music services such as full track 
downloads and webcasts should be split 
between the various components of the 
online music value chain. lecg produced 
five reports and provided oral evidence 
before the tribunal.
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case study 4 — counting effective 
connections. working with nokia siemens 
networks and the london business 
school, lecg developed a “connectivity-
scorecard” ranking the extent to which 
countries usefully employ information and 
communications technology (ict).

the scorecard improves on previous 
approaches in a number of areas, using  
a broad range of measures, theory and  
data to give an appropriate weighting to  
the business sector as the engine of 
economic growth. 

it has received considerable media 
attention and praise. noted researcher  
scott wallsten has said, “perhaps the  
biggest contribution of their index is their 
careful construction of economically  
sensible weights.”
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global expertise, european focus. 
worldwide, we have more than 800 
experts and professionals across  
30 offices in 10 countries in the americas, 
europe and asia. in europe, we work 
right across the continent from offices  
in brussels, london, madrid, milan,  
paris and toulouse.

our diverse teams include highly 
qualified and experienced specialists
in economics and finance as well as 
experts in climate change, competition 
policy, international arbitration and  
many other fields. as much as it 
contributes to our success, this diversity 
makes lecg a superb place to work.

lecg enjoys a close-knit culture  
that retains a sense of intimacy and 
provides opportunity for people to 
develop their skills, profile and career 
— something that is hard to find in the 
largest global firms. at the same time,  
our structure ensures that our people  
are exposed to a balance of both intense  
academic rigour and grounded  
commercial pragmatism — a mix  
that is hard to find in specialised  
niche practices. 

and our global reach enables us to 
bring our renowned multi-disciplined 
approach to a wide range of practice 
areas. For this reason we are not 
only attractive to clients, but also as 
a destination employer for some very 
talented and inspiring people. 

our practice areas include:
– carbon & climate change 
– claims & disputes 
– competition policy 
– economic & Financial regulation 
– Financial services 
– international arbitration 
– telecommunications, media  
 & technology 
– valuation & intellectual property

words of wisdom by: albert einstein/anonymous/walt whitman/herman boehaave 
henry wadsworth longfellow/winston churchill/Frederic chopin/lecg





lecg offices  
uk 
davidson building  
5 southampton street  
london wc2e 7ha
england, uk

tel:  +44 (0)20 7632 5000
Fax:  +44 (0)20 7632 5050

belgium 
park atrium 
11 rue des colonies/11 
koloniënstraat
brussels, b-1000
belgium

tel:  +32 (0)27 8812 10
Fax:  +32 (0)27 8812 11 
France 
72, rue du Faubourg saint-honoré
paris, 75008
France

tel:  +33 (0)14 0078 007
Fax:  +33 (0)14 0078 020  
8, esplanade compans caffarelli
toulouse, 31000
France

tel:  +33 (0)56 2305 107
Fax:  +33 (0)56 2305 000

italy 
via pontaccio, 10
milan, 20121
italy

tel:  +39 (0)28 8892 1
Fax:  +39 (0)28 8892 200  
spain 
paseo de recoletos 7-9
madrid, 28004
spain

tel:  +34 (0)91 5947 980
Fax:  +34 (0)91 5947 977 
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www.lecg.com


